https://alluriamhealthcare.com/
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Register Here to begin the registration process
on a company specific link. Upon completion you
will receive an email and SMS text with your
username and password information to complete
your registration through our secure system.
After completing these REQUIRED steps, you will
have the ability to schedule an appointment for
your COVID-19 vaccine.
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CONSENTS

For security purposes, you will be asked to
complete a 2-step verification before completing
the registration process. Then you will be
provided with all consent forms to read and
approve, this ensures that your information is safe
and allows you to have access to all COVID related
resources. After completing these steps, you are
prompted to change your password.
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The final step in the registration process is editing
your profile. This step can be completed by
clicking on the “Edit Profile” button seen on your
dashboard. This step prompts you to provide your
insurance and payment information, however you
CAN still receive the COVID-19 vaccine if you are
unable to provide this information.
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After completing the registration process, you
will now have the option to schedule an
appointment for your COVID-19 vaccine. There
are two ways to schedule your appointment, first
option is found on your dashboard, you can click
on “COVID Appointments” and follow the
directions to schedule your appointment. The
second option is found on the left-hand side
under appointment then click on book
appointment.
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This is the book appointment window. Please click
on Atlanta Tech for organization and click on one
of the 3 available Alluriam Vaccine-ATC under
provider section. The appointment date will be
pre-selected for you.
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Under appointment type, you will click on Covid
vaccine and then click submit on the bottom righthand corner. This completes your scheduling
process for the COVID-19 vaccine. You will receive
a confirmation SMS text within 24 hours of
booking your appointment. We look forward to
seeing you at this event!
For any questions regarding help with the
registration and scheduling process, please call 1833-646-5322

